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heart, lover, answer, major malfunction, siberian husky, moment, asked, sparrow, heaves, tendrils,

media, avoidance, settles, dear, begun, blossoms, remind, failings, schoolwork, messy

00:06
I'm Tracy K. Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:23
I'm writing this episode more than a month into my states stay at home orders. Time has begun
to

00:31
move quickly.

00:33
I sit up in bed on a Monday. And the next thing I know I'm turning out the light on the weekend
again, these days at home, without company without firm walls between work and family and my
own private thoughts. What are they? It would be a lie to call them easy. And yet, every day there
is something that pierces my longing, and my exhaustion to remind me

01:03
that I feel lucky.

01:05
Even with my familiar burdens, even with my nagging failings, even with the stress that
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sometimes seems to roll in, and hover like fog, I feel lucky to be stuck here with the people who
know me best. The people who trust me enough to be their real selves. They're messy, hilarious,
surprising, forgiving, inspiring cells. Why did you choose me? I sometimes want to ask my
daughter and sons.

01:40
What made you think I could be your mother?

01:44
But I know enough not to say anything better to sit quiet during such rare moments of
contentment, that are not to scare them away with silly questions. At night, after the kids are
finally asleep, my husband and I recap our day. There was always something that in the moment
felt impossible. But in the retelling, there's a kernel of hilarity that reminds us of the privilege of
living not simply with children, but with the particular beings inhabiting the forms of our children.
One son's daily fits and avoidance tactics designed to get him out of doing his schoolwork. I can't,
I won't. It's too hard. It's too easy. These excuses always eventually subside. When he finally settles
down. He delights us with glimpses of the world inside his head. I am as tough as a troublemaker. I
am as gentle as a sparrow. I am as brave as a stag. I am a shy as a baby bird. I am as tame as an
Alaskan Siberian Husky. I am as wild as a robot

03:09
with a major malfunction.

03:13
Today's poem is asked me why I love you by Walter Everett Hawkins. asked me why I love you
dear. And I will ask the rose. Why it loves the dues of spring at the winters close. Why the
blossoms nectar sweets loved by questing be. I will gladly answer you. If they answer me. asked
me why I love you dear. And I will ask the flower. Why it loves the summer sun or the summer
shower. I will ask the lovers heart Why it loves the moon or the star be sprinkled skies and a night
in June. asked me why I love you, dear. I will ask the vine. Why its tendrils trustingly round the OIC
in twine. Why you love the media net better than the rule? if you will but Answer me. I will answer
you. asked me why I love you, dear. Let the lark reply. Why His heart is full of song when the
Twilight's nigh. Why the lover heaves a sigh when her heart is true, if you will, but Answer me. I will
answer you.
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04:50
The slow down is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation.
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